PHP developer
Job Description
Do you have a passion for creating software that impresses users beyond their expectations? Join a dynamic agile
development team who do just that!
You will be joining a team who are responsible for creating an incredible user experience using the latest
development techniques.
Our product has been developed from the ground up by our inhouse team and you have a chance to put your
signature on it.

Skills & Requirements
About You
You are proud of the products and features you have implemented. You love solving problems, working in an agile
(XP) environment, are a fast learner and have a fantastic attention to detail. You communicate and work well with
your peers and people outside your team.
You code competently in PHP, jQuery and MySQL. You love coding and make sensible and practical choices
amongst multiple design solutions, in keeping with existing UI/UX.
Skills needed

We are expanding our development team and are looking for a passionate and creative PHP Developer to join our
existing development team in Southport.
You will be required to make changes to our platform within our development environment as per the team’s
development timeline.
The ideal candidate will have experience in the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PHP
MySQL (MySQLi)
jQuery
RESTful API Development
HTML/CSS
Git
CentOS

Your team
Smart, dynamic and inclusive. We learn from each other all the time. We make choices based on the merit and
not position of the person who is suggesting it. We have a strong bond together which is based on the success of
our product.
You will be working as part of a team of 6 other developers with supporting skillsets and reporting to our Strategic
Systems Manager who is also a developer.

About Perfect Portal
Perfect Portal helps Clients attract more conveyancing work and increase profits; affording them independence
throughout each transaction.
The purpose-built conveyancing sales management system puts them in control of the conveyancing process by
giving them visibility of activity including leads, quotes, referrer activity, and milestones for each transaction.
An interactive dashboard is at the heart of the end-to-end system. The conveyancing team has visibility of all
transaction activity, while clients can check sections of the transaction that relate to them, and estate agents have
the added ability to log transaction activity. Each party has a dedicated login portal, so they see only what relates
to them. Automated activity notifications save time by replacing phone calls and emails about the status of a
matter.
Users of Perfect Portal can generate and email quotes in just one minute; and allows Clients to follow-up leads at
the click of a button, using customised email templates.
We also provide integrated solutions for our customers to me able to make the most of their online presence.
Perfect Portal is a part of the InfoTrack Group. InfoTrack’s great success in the United Kingdom is only the starting
point in our ambition to be the best provider of software and solutions in our market in the world.
Visit www.perfectportal.co.uk for more information.

Why Should I Apply?
Perfect Portal is an equal opportunity employer and is committed to excellence through diversity. We have a
high-performance culture and we’re unapologetic for demanding the best because we know that's what sets us
apart. We expect wholehearted enthusiasm, excitement and an effort that overshadows any feeling of obligation
- because it's not a job with Perfect Portal, it's a love for what you do. To be part of our team you need to be
intelligent, dedicated and determined to make a difference to the lives of the clients we serve each and every day.
Life at Perfect Portal is not for the fainthearted - we’re looking for people who fire on all cylinders and face
challenges head on.
At Perfect Portal we offer:
• Terrific benefits - fresh fruit, coffee, tea & breakfast is supplied daily
• A fantastic culture - open communication, great work/life balance, a high performance, and friendly work
environment
• Rewards & recognition - probation celebrations, all-staff birthday and service anniversary celebrations and
referral schemes
• Employee Share Scheme – opportunity to participate in the future growth of Perfect Portal
• Pension Plan – contribute to your retirement
Perfect Portal is a young and vibrant company who can offer you a genuine career. This is a great opportunity to
be a part of our dynamic and motivated Development Team.

